
 

 

 

JULY, 2019 

The third quarter is the busiest one in the yearly cycle of Dialogue on Diversity’s sequence of substantive 
programs.  It begins with the Public Policy Forum in early April, with its focus on women’s issues and its 
backdrop of women’s growingly successful social land civic history.  It ends with the longer Health Care 
Symposium in late June, this year coming on the 26th of the month, only four days before the conclusion of 
the Quarter.  The agendas for both these programs listing sub-topics and the lineup of speakers engaged to 
discuss them for an audience of interested public policy aficionados are included in the response to Question 
1. of the present Quarterly report.  The attendance for these programs was approximately 85 for the April 
Forum and some 90-105 for the June Symposium.  The numbers are stated as approximations in that while 
not all persons registered in fact appear, very many persons not registered in advance do attend.  Some of 
these are inevitably missed by the volunteers at the registration table.  Because the busy schedules of many of 
the professionals and entrepreneurs whom our agendas attract make it difficult to attend from gavel to gavel, 
the number of persons on hand varies from hour to hour.  The total attendance is greater than the number 
who may be on hand at any particular moment. 

The audience should be viewed as including, moreover, a significant number of persons viewing portions or 
all of the proceedings relayed by live-streaming or by reports along the way on Dialogue on Diversity’s 
Facebook or Twitter facilities.  Volunteers of the “Millennial” crowd, adept at these technological mysteries, 
are busy propagating the program content through the day on these.  The Facebook internet library, like the 
now famous Twitter billboard, now can be queried for the number of visitors to the respective sites for live 
or fixed videos of the conference. The viewership for the Health Care Symposium on these two social media 
colossi totaled 3,425.  Of this aggregate 87.5% were women,  the remaining 12.5% men.  The media effort, 
evidently highly successful, was masterminded by one of our newest Millennial associates, Krista Gutierrez.          

Additionally, an “audience” of interested followers of the Dialogue’s activities read our News Advisories and 
Reports issued subsequently with summaries and commentaries (these also appearing often in the Dialogue’s 
newsletters) on the topics covered.   This readership, reached by large-scale e-mail circulation,  based on lists 
of attendees and friends of the dialogue, totals some 5,000.        

The Public Policy Forum dealt with some half dozen topics, taken up throughout several panels and by 

individual speakers.      

The Public Policy Forum 

Migrants, Slaves, and Rescuers and Dialogue Awards 
April 25th, 2019 

 
A panorama of the characters that move and give its special tone to our society, for better or ill, were on 
display at Dialogue on Diversity’s twenty fourth Public Policy Forum, held April 25th at the new K Street 
site of Washington’s Busboys and Poets restaurant and bookshop group, a highlight of the fashionable stretch 
of the K Street thoroughfare.  

Among program highlights were two awards, the first a Mentorship Award, conferred on the legendary 
Constance Freeman, the long-time leader of the Gates (formerly Gates of Ballston, the west Arlington 
neighborhood that was its original preserve)  Community Outreach Center in Arlington, Virginia;  the second 
recognition  the Millennial Award to college student Cosette Rosales, versatile performer of art songs, who 



has sensitively rendered numbers from the cult film Frozen during the Dialogue’s annual Holiday Fair 
celebrations. 

The opening panel brought together in a dialogue presentation Ana R. Harvey, former SBA Women’s 
Business Owners Administrator  and Director of the DC Small Business Office,  with a discourse on her new 
project, the Charter School Incubator, which has brought two dozen beginning Charter schools up to speed 
in the District;  and Cristina Antelo, who had pursued dual careers,  as Wall Street investment banker, with 
a three year break for law school, and now heading a highly sophisticated political counseling service,  
Washington-based, but with powerful reach on a national level, under the provocative title Ferox Strategies. 

The most memorable interchange came in the midday session with a discussion by the Chief of Mission at 
the Embassy of Bolivia  his excellency Pablo Antonio Canedo Daroca, who quietly navigates the tense 
diplomatic relationship with Washington, and, as noontime speaker for the Forum,  set out the impressive 
advancement in in the status of women (women,  for example,  constitute 52% of the national legislative 
body), the striking reduction in poverty, and the advancement in urbanization, e.g. with the growth of the 
Santa Cruz metropolis, the prairie city of eastern Bolivia, grown in the last decade to 1.5 million size.  Amb. 
Canedo’s discourse elicited informed queries and commentary from audience members who, surprisingly,  
had attentively followed developments in the Bolivian polity.   His diplomatic colleague, the art critic Natalia 
Campero-Romero, now Consul General, was to hold forth on her own in a subsequent presentation during 
the Forum’s afternoon session.   

The much noted Ruby Corado, founder of Casa Ruby in north Washington, a refuge and community center 
for transgender and other LGBT young people, followed in a dialogue with Lidia Soto-Harmon, chief of the 
Girl Scouts Nation’s Capital, the country’s largest council, numbering 87,000 – girls, staff, and volunteers.  
The discussants recounted their own histories and the hard-won insights gained from the quite different 
movements they each have come to lead,  both aiming at the formidable task of forming real, integral human 
persons from populations crying out for encouragement and training.  A rapt audience heard Ruby Corado’s 
impassioned account of her own often painful and stress-filled history, arriving as a timid boy from Central 
America, and growing, in swift steps, into a veritable dynamo, now a women voicing the unremitting 
insistence:  I am a person, of real and equal worth, and inculcating this form of courage in the hundreds of 
persons,  often at the brink of suicide, crushed from a want of acceptance at the hands of our city, who have 
found their way to Casa Ruby in the dozen years just past. 

Other Colloquium sessions turned to the bitter experience of women, not to mention children and men as 
well, all caught in destructive intra-family environments.  Keesha T. Edwards Coke, program manager for 
the Fairfax County, Virginia family services agency, offered a highly detailed anatomy of the violence 
phenomenon, and the special form abuses assume for variously situated members of the family complex – 
physical blows, contrived financial stresses, threats and humiliation, and a rapid-fire listing of the help 
agencies for abuse targets.  In another, quite different but no less compelling tangle of moral-political 
questions,  the special plight, economic and often domestic as well,  and the jarring changes of manners and 
language — all that form the exhilarating but potentially painful, and often deadly, lot of refugees and 
migrants were dealt with, along with the very special, and anguishing, topic of human trafficking. 

The latter topic, enforcing upon the sedate manner and prim consciences of our upper classes the 
discomforting knowledge of shame inflicted on rejected young persons, who exist in a shadow world of 
nauseous performances and terror, Diana Fingarten of the Polaris organization, a leading anti-trafficking 
force with international reach, described the dangers of trafficking, the forced holding and exploitation of 
young persons, not only for sex work but for a variety of kinds of labor, often tedious and disagreeable,  
much of it illegal, poorly paid or paid to the trafficker,  and by an ingenious range of coercive devices 
effectively  barring the trafficked person from escape.  The illegal character of the work, especially sexual 
performances, has not seldom eventuated in prosecution of trafficked young girls, although the practice, an 
extreme ethical offense, however frequent its occurrence has been among perversely motivated prosecutors 
and strangely compliant judges who enable them, is now prohibited in a number of states. 



A final panel, reviewing the condition of women in Latin America, brought together Natalia Campero 
Romero, Consul General of Bolivia in Washington, recounting the advances in women’s status under the 
new régime in that country, and Javiera Sandoval Quiroz, a spirited young journalist affiliated with the OAS 
Commission on Women. 

Ms. Campero Romero, in a notable career before appointment to the present diplomatic post at the Bolivian 
Consulate, had made her mark in international art circles as a connoisseur, critic, and advocate of the graphic 
arts, a medium that has impressively made of what might be on the one hand a device of advertising and 
policy persuasion, at once a form existing on a higher plane, that of plain artistic distinction.  In her remarks 
to the Forum audience, at any rate,  she discussed the vigorous policy initiative, which has been integral to 
the profound reformatory thrust of the last decade and more in the public life of the country, which is 
situated in the center of the South American continent and exhibits within its territory such climatic extremes 
as the frigid western mountains of the Andes to the prairies of its central reaches to the humid marshlands 
of the Bolivian Chaco in the southeast.  In its legislation and pubic administration the country,  billing itself 
the Plurinational State of Bolivia,  had enacted such measures as granting economic and civic advantages to 
the indigenous communities of the Western mountainous districts, and establishing a 50% quota of women 
members in the national legislative body,  had also, largely by reason of its collaborative relations with the 
government of Cuba, generated serious diplomatic frictions with the U.S.  These are aspects of the Bolivian 
political climate which are little attended to in most U.S. political discussion, although the boost in the 
economic lot of large strata of the population, and the skyrocketing economic activity and population in the 
eastern Department of Santa Cruz — all are aspects of Bolivian society and its economy that are beginning 
to kindle interest throughout the hemisphere.   

Ms. Sandoval,  in turn,  described the twenty five years of progress under the anti-domestic violence rules of 
the 1994 Convención [Convenção] de Belém do Pará (the torrid, but often rainy, city of some two million 
residents in northeastern in Brazil where the terms of the regulation were hammered out),  to which all but 
five of the Latin American countries have become parties.  The office for monitoring and enforcement of the 
Convention, headquartered in Washington with the central administration of the OAS/OEA, goes by the 
memorable acronym of MESECVI (rendered as Follow-up Mechanism).  If Ms. Sandoval is the public voice 
of the office, its reining expert and head of its Technical Secretariat is Sra. Luz Patricia Mejía Guerrero, who 
joined with the Dialogue as its principal speaker for the 2018 edition of the Forum.       

The Forum closed with final words from its moderator for the day, Ma. Cristina Caballero, the President 
of Dialogue on Diversity and, once again in 2019, Convenor of the Forum.                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HEALTH CARE SYMPOSIUM 2019 
THE POWER OF WELLNESS:  LAW, SCIENCE, AND THE HUMAN TOUCH 

JUNE 26TH, 2019 
UNIDOS US, 1126 Sixteenth Street, N.W. 

 
A roster of expert Speakers powered the twentieth edition of Dialogue on Diversity’s annual Health Care 
Symposium.  Again this year the Symposium site was the conference center at the UNIDOSUS  (formerly 
La Raza) offices at 1126 Sixteenth Street, N.W. in Washington,  opening with an overview of the still 
unsettled state of health care, both the institution and its framework of laws.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Professor Leighton Ku, of The George Washington University, who has 
been a frequent speaker at Dialogue on Diversity programs, reviewed the 
law and administrative rules, wit h some of the significant intricacies of 
the health care coverage that, in its patchwork fashion, covers most of the 
U.S. populace.  From a different vantage point, he drew the focus to his 
exposition down to a single, but vital point;  the u  ndercutting of 
Medicaid by rules changes, ostensibly only procedural or fiscal alterations,  
but in fact malign and effectively destructive.  It is a joint state/federal 
system, one in which the states retain some leeway in tailoring the 
procedures by which those at the low end of the income scale can receive 
medical care.  It has the largest aggregate body of users among the several 
procedural sources of care – with numbers beyond Medicare,  the ACA 
itself, employers insurance, etc.  Examples of the further harmful initiative, 
proposals are being floated to convert the federal contributions to the system to “block grants” to states, 
with the states at liberty to spend as desired.  The fear, probably a well founded one, is that these local 
governmental units will end with lowering the funding of some or all of the essential services to poor clients.  
Other proposals call for caps on the federal contribution, saving the federal budget the perils of the poor 
making unusual demands on the system.  Again, per-capita [per-client] caps would stand to cut off medical 
aid to a patient at points unrelated to the completion of a treatment in progress or the treatment of any newly 
arising condition.            

 

 



 

 

Now engaged in research on the arcana of healthcare lore at the prestigeful Lewin 
Group in Falls Church, Virginia, Karen Davenport, a regular speaker in Dialogue 
on Diversity’s symposia, analyzed the network of carefully crafted provisions of the 
ACA, and the effects of altering any of them, whether the alteration will cripple the 
operation of the country’s heath care system, or instead induce changes in  shape 
but contained within the functioning model.  Again how would a transition to any 
form of single-payer health provision schema mesh with remaining elements of the 
present system, or admit, alternatively,  of an efficient, even seamless transition.   
Ms. Davenport’s meticulous analysis of the many conceivable variants of a national 
health care system in a complex society must mark her as a uniquely careful student 
of these feats and vulnerabilities of an advanced economic society.   The study, as 
hearers must take it, verges powerfully on considerations of social justice.  Her 

presentation offered a series of panels detailing the full shape of the statute and reflecting on the function of 
each and the fomes of resistance that gets provoked.  Many of its most striking innovations and clever 
mechanisms, fully on display in Ms. Davenport’s exposition, are those that one scarcely finds in sight in most 
of the journalistic essays on the subject and, all the more, in political harangues on the larger topic.  A feature 
of the statute on which Ms. Davenport dwelt at length is the CMMI (I for Innovation). This agency seeks, 
apparently sequestered in deep obscurity from the world of popular journals,  by constructing and running a 
plethora of ingenious schemas (“models”) for health care delivery, modes of handling patients, and 
sophisticated payment rules (these setting as their goal a structure of incentives to maximize effects for a 
minimized fee) to fashion paths forward in these diverse aspects of health care production services, and 
delivery. Innovation is the key notion in this.      

Sarah Coombs of the National Partnership for Women and Families,  and 
a former figure in the congressional committees that shaped the ACA health 
care revolution,  comm ents on both the genesis and potential modifications 
of the existing statutes.  Ms. Coombs, a colleague of St ephanie Glover 
(rhymes with cover, not clover), who was our speaker on the bane of 
“waivers” of medical insurance policies. Such waivers permitting issuance of 
policies affording doing only very sketchy benefits (perhaps,  e.g. with 
preexisting-conditions language, pay-out caps, etc.) sold to people who assay 
their chances of escaping serious sickness as high — thus leaving the heavy 
duty,  ACA-prescribed policies to be bought by the people who are old or 
burdened with expectations of illness – ensuring that policies for these latter 
insureds,  which retain the robust coverage contemplated by the statute, will 
be priced at prohibitively high levels.  Other executive actions have tended 
to diminish the effects of various procedural mechanisms that the architects 
of the legislation had designed to lubricate the operations of the 
Marketplaces.  Examples:  shortening enrollment periods, a cutting off of 
much adver-tising of enrollment opportunities, and the like.  These, it was argued, constitute a sort of 
veritable Sabotage.  Ms. Coombs, whose professional history includes work during the heated final sprint in 
getting the ACA on the books, leading up to its enactment in Spring, 2010, and in defending it against the 
spears of determined warriors thereafter, was a witness at close range to the machinations within the executive 
branch departments involved.  She was “present at the creation” of the profoundly foundation-shaking 
legislative development.   



Following speakers took up the painful topic of minority health, a history of 
discrimination in health care and of the damage inflicted directly on minority 
communities and, as their dire resultant effects, at the same time and in the 
long run as well, on the country’s aggregate productive capacities.  Courtesy 
of Franklin Garcia, Shadow D.C. Representative, who has attended many of 
Dialogue on Diversity’s events over the last several years, the Symposium was 
notably aided by the presence and informative discussion of Prof. Silvia 
Martínez of Howard University, an expert on linguistics as a communicative 
social phenomenon.  Prof. Martínez received her doctorate from Boston 
University and subsequently directed research and taught graduate courses at 
a series of universities, in Massachusetts and elsewhere, until, fifteen years ago, 
landing as professor on the faculty of Howard University in Washington.          

 

 

Dr. Mary Roach, an expert pharmacist and informal health advocate, 
with offices in the Southwest Quadrant of Washington,  offered a 
ground-level look, on the one hand,  at the fact of discrimination in racial 
and ethnic existence, in Washington,  which, indeed until very recently 
was qualified as a southern city, found itself not unexpectedly disfigured 
by racism  for much of its history. Dr. R oach’s achievements were 
recoded against this backdrop. Her degree, the PharmD, evidences long 
and extensive studies and a solid expertise in pharma-ceutical, and related 
medical matters.  She came early to the insight, once she had perceived 
that a diet of vegetables and wholesome foodstuffs generally, was a powerful curative agent against painful 
and debilitating symptoms in the greatest variety of kinds. The first proof came with the observation of 
remarkable improvements by any measures of bodily and mental well-being in her family members, and then 
in the dozens of sick persons whose prescriptions she viewed and dutifully filled in her professional capacity.  
Food, she concluded, food, at any rate, of the right kind, is indeed medicine.           

 

Dr. Jane Knisely of the NIH division of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, 
warns on the danger, perhaps imminent, of widespread obsolescence of 
present Anti-biotics as existing bacteria have morphed into new strains 
having robust resistance to these drugs in their present formylation — 
an artifact of the workings of evolution described in modern 
evolutionary biology. Those germs, generation by generation, li ve to 
reproduce that have an initial slight immunity to the pills. Most 
intriguing, what are the prospects for development of successor remedies 
sidestepping the evolutionary bent of the germs?  One interesting device 
for combating the resistant germs is the “Phage” technique,  in which a 
specially fashioned Virus  ( the “virus”, while equally with bacteria is a 
deadly sickness causing agent, is radically different in kind.  It is, for example, from the beginning necessarily 
not affected by the antibiotics).  In the phage operation a Virus is injected into the offending bacterium and 
effectively destroys it.  (from Gr. phagein, to eat).    



Giselle Lundy-Ponce, long time re searcher and advocate for the cause of pre-
K,  early childhood education, who has appeared as expert speaker not a few 
times before Dialogue on Diversity audiences on these subjects) now 
superintends an extensive project for introducing young children non-English 
speakers to the mysteries of the English language, with its fairly simple 
grammar but excruciatingly difficult rules of pronunciation and spelling,  and 
the intricate nuances of its periphrastic verbal modes.  The project utilizes 
stories and bears the name: Colorín Colorado, which, Ms. Lundy-Ponce 
patiently explains, has nothing to do with the State, but is the customary final 

sentence of a story, the rough equivalent to our “lived happily ever after”.  She is affiliated with the American 
Federation of Teachers, with the title: Special Assistant to the Senior Vice President.         

 

Dr. Tollie Elliott, the Chief Medical Officer attached to Mary’s Center, whose 
president, Maria Gomez, is  a member of Dialogue on Diversity’s Board of 
Directors, spoke at the afternoon session.  Dr. Elliott is distinguished,  in 
addition to his medical acumen,  by an ardent civic consciousness;  he gives over 
the effort some physicians expend on golf or yachts to counseling young  
persons,  boosting their organizations,  and  otherwise taking thoughtful and 
valid steps to secure a  solid foundation of civic consciousness — a productive 
goal for a present generation and the next in decades to come.  

Jason Resendez , leader of the Latinos contra Alzheimer’s organization, offers an account of that group’s 
work as it funds research, while schooling the families and friends of patients in the painful tasks of attending 
them. Mr. Resendez, scheduled to be away from the city on the day of the Symposium, identified another of 
the leadership cadre in the overarching US Against Alzheimer’s movement, Stephanie Monroe, who heads 
the African Americans Against Alzheimer’s, another branch of this multi-pronged movement.  It is of modest 
size in numbers, but far from the least important, since the African American community suffers a rate of 
Alzheimer’s roughly double that of the population as a whole – a puzzle that is one of the objects of a still 
faltering research effort on this facet of the Al;zheimer’s problematic.      

Hilda Crespo of the Aspira Association recounts that organization’s long-
standing support of the battle against another scourge, that of HIV/AIDS 
— a struggle which a three-pronged ap  proach of research, education, and 
treatments is winning, especially against the severest epidemics, those in 
Africa.  But the battle is not yet definitively won.  Researches are 
progressing at the NIH into the roots of the disease, in its slow destruction 
of brain cells.  But final answers are still awaiting discovery.   The 
methodology of testing for the incipient HIV infections and of counseling 
the persons found to  be bearing the disease, which at this point may well 
be without overt symptoms,  formed a great part of Ms. Crespo’s discussion.  One of the problems in the 
campaign for widespread testing, among, at least populations especially vulnerable for social reasons to the 
infection, is that people are afraid to find out bad news, and afraid too that they will be shunned by friends 
if the truth gets out — if easy and effective cure is an option in such a situation some of the force is taken 
out of these arguments.  It is still the case, one would think, that being shunned is a couple of cuts better 
than the alternative.    



 Dr. Adrian Gropper, a frequent Dialogue on Diversity speaker, serves 
as Chief Technology Officer for the Patient Privacy Rights 
organization, which zealously mans the front lines for the cause of 
privacy of medical data at many levels in the health care establishment.  
Dr. Gropper has tirelessly reviewed the intricacies of privacy leakages 
and the elementary steps patients can take to safeguard their own EHRs 
(Electronic Health Records).  But the burden of Dr. Gropper’s message 
on this occasion was to describe the character of AI,  the now 
fashionably spoken and written of progeny of all that has gone forth to 
date on the IT front. That is to say:  Artificial lntelligence –  it is a term 
of broad embrace, identifying a variety of systems in which the progress 

of the program as it chugs along in its purposeful operation generates estimates of its effects, present and 
future, and modifies its procedures accordingly,  to produce more, and more cheaply, of its end product – 
faster, if the AI is to earn its keep, than engineers who would otherwise be got on the ’phone and set to 
redesigning the controlling software.  Dr. Gropper’s title for the Symposium stated its purpose as an 
exploration of the Unresolved Questions in the character and uses of AI.  And are there dangers lurking in 
its workings to menace such values as privacy, and will the smart machine come to ramble outside the 
reservation and begin producing effects that are not quite what its owner intends?       

Another facet, the Dialogue has maintained, of any review of the health-care impacts of information 
technology, which is now pervasive in the medical establishment, lies in the clerical revolution, the 
replacement, still not complete, of hand-written papers by computer files systematically stored – a 
restructuring of the informational basis of the industry, which has the potential to effect a dramatic reduction 
of the all too frequent, often disastrous treatment errors.     

A remarkable number of potential speakers were found, in the run-up to this year’s program, to be 
unavailable, most because of scheduling conflicts,  for the important Health Care Symposium, set for the last 
week in June . The speakers already engaged were, to be sure, of estimable quality — among them Karen 
Davenport of the Lewin Group, Leighton Ku of GWU,  Sarah Coombs of National Partnership of Women 
and Families, Giselle Lundy-Ponce, early-childhood education expert from the American Federation of 
Teachers.  But gaps remained in the projected schedule.  Through the aid of our friend and supporter Franklin 
Garcia, Shadow U.S Representative for the District of Columbia, we received notice, just one day before the 
Symposium, that Prof. Silvia Martínez of Howard University, a long experienced expert in linguistics and 
theories of communication, would be on hand for a morning panel.  We hastened to assemble a 
supplementary page for the Program Notes with a well-phrased bio-career account, and a photograph, of 
Prof. Martínez — who, in the event, was on the scene early to greet us at the UNIDOS conference site. A 
delegation of clients of the Vida Senior Center attended for the late morning session and were greeted with 
evident joy by Prof Martínez, who directed her exposition especially to these elderly denizens of our town 
with playful smiles and a convenient rendering of her choice thoughts in a voluble Spanish.   We are therefore 
very much indebted to Rep. Franklin Garcia for his magic in conjuring a remarkable speaker in a nick of 
time.  He must have given her the Good Word on our Dialogue and its services to the Community!  For the 
afternoon session we were delighted to learn that Mary’s Center, the famed health institute for the hard 
pressed Latino residents of the District, would be handsomely represented.  We had hoped for this, but did 
not dare to expect the Chief Medical Office of the institute himself to be with us for several hours,  taken 
from a doubtless pressing schedule.  We managed as well to produce a suitable brief essay (aided by a passable 
photograph from the ever helpful Google) on the very welcome Dr. Tollie Elliot,  his history and skills, and 
his passion for civic betterment in the neighborhoods and his friendships with the young persons in the city’s 
streets, all matching his medical expertise.  We are grateful to the newly arrived communications director for 
Mary’s Center, for her persuasively relaying our invitation to the good Doctor.  A certain aura of good will 
seems nowadays to accompany our Dialogue, all redounding to the benefit of our clientele of friends.  The 
Symposium passes, we judge, with flying colors.         


